A brief history of zero trust
from the whiteboard to the
White House
Organizations are turning to zero trust to meet the demands of
modern business. To understand how revolutionary the zero trust
architecture is, organizations must examine the evolution of zero
trust and how it fundamentally overhauls decades-old thinking
about enterprise networking and security.

Building the walls
of the network
perimeter
Engineers from the Digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) publish the first
paper on firewall technology, ushering
in decades of castle-and-moat
network security thinking.

1987

1990

Basic separation
through network
segmentation
Initial attempts emerge to segment the
network using VLANs or subnets–an
extremely limited approach with no
authentication, minimal restrictions,
and few internal security capabilities.
Any restrictions implemented are
easily bypassed.

Network access
control is added
The IEEE Standards Association publishes
the 802.1X protocol for network access
control (NAC). Driven by WLAN adoption,
it provides for authenticated network
connections and gives network-level
access (LAN/VLAN), but is complex and
difficult to widely deploy.

2001

2004

The seed of zero
trust is planted
The Jericho Forum is chartered. It
acknowledges users and apps are leaving
the corporate network and introduces
the first concepts of zero trust via the
principle of de-perimeterization.

Zero trust is born
Analyst John Kindervag introduces
the “zero trust model” in a paper
for Forrester Research. It moves
authentication and security inline and
suggests segmentation of sessions.
Still focused on network access, it
moves the perimeter inside
the network.

2010

2014

Zscaler moves
zero trust to
the cloud
Zscaler introduces the first
cloud-delivered zero trust solution,
enabling organizations to eliminate the
external attack surface and minimize
the potential for lateral movement–
fundamentally simplifying the
implementation of zero trust.

NIST publishes SP 800-207 as a unified
framework for establishing a zero trust
architecture (ZTA) and introduces the first
real shift away from defining zero trust in
context of the network.

Gartner gets in
on the action
Gartner introduces the concept of
Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) and
revitalizes the concept of zero trust,
redefining it as Zero Trust Network
Access (ZTNA).

2020

2021

The U.S.
government
mandates
zero trust

Google’s BeyondCorp initiative
reimagines security architecture in
the wake of the Operation Aurora
attack, leading to an enterprise-wide
deployment of zero trust.

2016

2019

NIST defines a
standard zero trust
framework

Google defines its
own model

Gartner defines a
secure path
Gartner specifies the security
components of SASE as a new
market category, known as the
Security Service Edge (SSE).

2022

The Office of Management and
Budget mandates the adoption
of zero trust principles
for all agencies by 2024.

Dig deeper into the history of zero trust and where it’s headed.
Read the white paper
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